
Navigating Change: 

The 4 Keys To Sustainable Productivity 

& Organizational Effectiveness

We all want to grow.

Yet growth requires change.

Which most fear & resist.

And there you have the challenge.

Here is a solution

Half or Full-Day Interactive Coaching 

Workshop / Bootcamp

www.kevinbulmer.com



At Work: In business, we want to grow our results, 

productivity, effectiveness & engagement.

At Home: We want to grow the richness of our relationships, 

experiences, community and contribution.

Ultimately, one will feed the other, and vice versa.

And yet, growth requires change, which most fear and resist. 

Since reality + resistance = suffering … we suffer, 

and stunt our own growth. 

In this engaging and entertaining session, 

you’ll learn a simple and sustainable solution 

to the fundamental challenge of change.

Results … 

Apply these timeless principles to enjoy:

● Sustainable productivity & organizational effectiveness.

● A more resourceful, solution-based mindset.

● A more engaged and empowered environment ready not just 

to respond to change ... but to create it.

Growth = Creating Positive Change
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The 4 keys to navigating change & adversity:

1. How to know where you are, where you want to go, 

and what’s really in your way. 

2. How to identify what may be holding you back, 

and what to do about it.

3. The one essential skill you must develop 

if you want to move forward.

4. The key ingredient that determines 

the results you will get. 

4 keys to sustainable productivity 

& organizational effectiveness:

1. The mindset everyone on the team must develop.

2. How to harness the unique talents and contributions of 

everyone on the team, and why thinking of “competing” 

may be actually holding you back. 

3. The one key character trait you must embrace, 

or none of this matters.

4. The one thing that has to happen in order 

or any of this to work. 

Timeless principles ...
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What’s it worth to get more out of 

the one thing you can never get back?

It’s time.

Other available Bootcampls:

Pure Potential: Discover, Plan & Achieve Your Goals 

(How Take the Lead In Your Life & Work)

Gear Up Your Marketing Results: The Advertising Tune-up

Digital Marketing Decoded + How To Generate Revenue Online

Contact Kevin Bulmer to check availability 

& book your Bootcamp:

Phone: (226) 884-7129 | Email: kevin@kevinbulmer.com
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